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Abstract

Conical intersections are degeneracies between multidimensional potential energy

surfaces of molecular systems. It is well known that, besides these phenomena signif-

icantly modify the spectroscopic and dynamical properties of molecules, their pres-

ence in a molecular system has noticeable topological implications, as well. Such a

consequence is the appearance of the topological or geometric phase. Conical inter-

sections not only occur in nature but they can also be created by light. This can either

be classical laser light or quantum light in an optical cavity. As a showcase example,

by placing the formaldehyde (H2CO) molecule into a cavity, the topological properties

(e.g., geometric or Berry phase) of the emerging light-induced conical inter-

section have been investigated for different cavity parameters and geometrical

arrangements.

K E YWORD S

Born–Oppenheimer approximation, geometric phase effect, nonadiabatic coupling, cavity-
induced conical intersections, polaritons

1 | INTRODUCTION

The Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation [1, 2] is one of the fundamental approximations of atomic and molecular physics. It is based on the

fact that the heavy nuclei move much slower than the light electrons, which makes it possible to separate their motions and treat them separately.

However, there are processes,—such as ultrafast radiationless relaxation, photodissociation, photofragmentation, chemiluminescence or isomeri-

zation of polyatomic molecules and so forth…—which are among the intensively studied areas of today's physical chemistry [3–8] where the BO

approximation loses its validity. In these processes the nuclear vibrations and the electronic degrees of freedom cannot be treated separately as

they are strongly coupled providing so-called conical intersections (CIs), which can form highly efficient pathways for a significant energy

exchange between the nuclei and electrons [3–8]. The nonadiabatic coupling (NAC) that can couple the various electronic states of the molecule

is singular (as is well known from the Hellman–Feynman theorem) at the degeneracy points resulting in remarkable changes in the dynamical,

spectroscopic [9–14] and topological properties. For example, topological effects give rise to a number of interesting subjects [15–24] like the

phenomena of Longuet-Higgins or Berry phase, the quantization feature of the NACs, the existence of molecular field and the topological spin

and so forth… From now on we call the naturally occurring CIs, which are entirely inherent attributes of polyatomic molecules, “natural” or

“intrinsic” CIs.
Nonadiabatic phenomena can also be created when the molecule is exposed to laser light and so-called light-induced conical intersections

(LICIs) are formed. In the last decade vast number of theoretical and experimental works have been devoted to this subject. Most of them have
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focused on diatomic molecules [25–40], but there are quite a lot of polyatomic results as well [41–46], that clearly demonstrate how the LICIs can

affect and control the different spectroscopic and molecular dynamic properties. Among these studies, the topological consequences of light-

induced nonadiabaticity have also been investigated, both in time-independent [26, 27] and time-dependent adiabatic [36] pictures.

Light-induced nonadiabatic phenomena can also be induced if classical laser light is replaced by the quantized electric field of an optical or

plasmonic nanocavity. The confined photonic mode of the cavity can resonantly couple the electronic states of the molecule, which gives rise to

mixed polaritonic states carrying both photonic and excitonic features. It is known today that these hybrid light-matter polaritonic states can dra-

matically modify the different dynamical, kinetical and spectroscopic and so forth… properties of the molecular systems [34, 47–56]. These impor-

tant findings mark the birth of polaritonic chemistry, a novel field of research in physical chemistry. Obviously, the field-free topological features

are also highly affected by the light-matter interaction, which is manifested, for example, in the position change of the natural CIs (if they are pre-

sent in the system) or in the emergence of some novel topological properties like formation of a polaritonic LICI. A recent paper [38] has investi-

gated the topological properties of polaritonic LICIs in the diatomic LiF molecule. In this case, in addition to the single vibrational nuclear

coordinate, a rotational degree of freedom brought into play by the cavity provides the second degree of freedom that, together with the inter-

nuclear distance, span the branching space in which the degeneracy is lifted. However, in contrast to diatomics, polyatomic molecules possess

enough vibrational degrees of freedom to form LICIs without the inclusion of any rotational degrees of freedom. As such studies for polyatomic

molecules have not been performed yet, we set the goal of studying polaritonic LICIs in the space of vibrational modes of polyatomic molecules.

The purpose of the present work is to perform topological or Berry phase investigations of a LICI which is formed between two polaritonic

states in the polyatomic formaldehyde (H2CO) molecule, by means of incorporating the calculation of adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation (ADT)

angles with the time-independent line integral approach [8]. This molecule can be considered as an appropriate candidate to study the conse-

quences of light-induced nonadiabaticity because it not only lacks a natural CI in the vicinity of the Franck–Condon (FC) region, but also does not

have any first-order NAC between the ground and first singlet excited electronic states around its equilibrium geometry [57–59].

The article is organized as follows. In the next section, the working Hamiltonian, as well as the numerical procedures are briefly summarized.

Then the applied method and the basic formulae, as well as the numerical results are presented and discussed. Finally we present conclusions in

the last section.

2 | THE WORKING HAMILTONIAN

The Hamiltonian of a molecule coupled to a single cavity mode can be written as

Ĥmc ¼ Ĥ0þℏωcâ
†â�g ^μ! e

!
â†þ â

� �
ð1Þ

where Ĥ0 denotes the Hamiltonian of the isolated molecule, â† , â and ωc correspond to the creation and annihilation operators and the angular

frequency of the cavity mode, respectively, g is the coupling strength parameter, ^μ! is the electric dipole moment operator of the molecule and e
!

is the polarization vector of the cavity mode. If the two singlet electronic states S0 ~X
1
A1

� �
and S1 ~A

1
A2

� �
of H2CO are taken into account, the

matrix representation of Ĥmc in the direct product basis of the two electronic states and Fock states jni (n¼0,1,2,… ) of the cavity mode has

the form

Ĥ¼

T̂þVX 0 WX
1 W1 0 0 …

0 T̂þVA W1 WA
1 0 0 …

WX
1 W1 T̂þVXþℏωc 0 WX

2 W2 …

W1 WA
1 0 T̂þVAþℏωc W2 WA

2 …

0 0 WX
2 W2 T̂þVXþ2ℏωc 0 …

0 0 W2 WA
2 0 T̂þVAþ2ℏωc …

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. . .

.

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

ð2Þ

where T̂ is the kinetic energy operator, VX and VA denote the ground-state and excited-state potential energy surfaces (PESs) and Wn ¼�g
ffiffiffi
n

p
d
!
e
!

where d
!

is the transition dipole moment (TDM) vector. WX
n ¼�g

ffiffiffi
n

p
d
!
X e
!

and WA
n ¼�g

ffiffiffi
n

p
d
!
A e
!

where d
!
X and d

!
A refer to the permanent dipole

moments (PDMs) associated with the electronic states X and A, respectively. The polaritonic (adiabatic) PESs (PoPESs) can be obtained as eigen-

values of the potential energy part (i.e., Ĥ� T̂I where I refers to the identity matrix of appropriate dimension) of the Hamiltonian of Equation (2) at

each nuclear configuration.
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The planar equilibrium structure of H2CO (C2v symmetry) in its ground electronic state (X) and its normal modes with characterization and C2v

symmetry labels are shown in Figure 1. The excited electronic state (A) has a double-well structure along the ν4 (out-of-plane bend) vibrational

mode and the two equivalent nonplanar equilibrium structures (Cs symmetry) are connected by a planar transition state structure (C2v symmetry).

Due to symmetry, all components of the TDM vanish at geometries of C2v symmetry.

In this study the two-dimensional 2D (ν2, ν4) computational model, treating the ν2 (C═O stretch) and ν4 (out-of-plane bend) vibrational modes,

was used. First, normal coordinates at the planar transition state structure of the A electronic state were evaluated. Then, the four inactive normal

coordinates (modes ν1, ν3, ν5 and ν6) were set to zero, PES (VX and VA) and TDM values were calculated at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* level of the-

ory by making displacements along the ν2 and ν4 modes and the resulting PES and TDM data points were interpolated. In the 2D (ν2, ν4) model,

only the body-fixed y component of the TDM (B1 symmetry) can be nonzero and the PDM vector is perpendicular to the TDM vector.

Equation (2) provides the expression for the diabatic Hamiltonian. Neglecting the permanent dipoles and the off-resonant couplings one can

transform the diabatic Hamiltonian into the adiabatic picture. To obtain the PoPES V lower
PoPES (Q2, Q4) and Vupper

PoPES (Q2, Q4) it is sufficient to diagonalize

the two-dimensional PES matrix

VA W1

W1 VXþℏωc

� �
ð3Þ

which corresponds to the so-called singly-excited subspace (excited electronic state with zero photon and ground electronic state with one pho-

ton). These two PoPESs can cross each other, forming a LICI, only if the two conditions Q4 = 0 and VX QCI
2 ;Q4 ¼0

� �
¼VA QCI

2 ;Q4 ¼0
� �

�ℏωc are

simultaneously fulfilled (see in Figure 2). In this case, the branching space is spanned by the vibrational modes ν2 (A1 symmetry) and ν4 (B1 symme-

try) such that ν2 is the tuning mode and ν4 is the coupling mode.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The adiabatic Hamiltonian (we can call it polaritonic Hamiltonian) lacks of cavity couplings in its potential energy part because the coupling terms

are transformed into the kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian matrix as momentum couplings. We can calculate the NAC terms between the

second and third (lower and upper) polaritonic states as the derivatives of the transformation angle Φ of the ADT matrix with respect to

the corresponding nuclear degrees of freedom (τ23Q4
¼ ∂Φ=∂Q4 and τ23Q2

¼ ∂Φ=∂Q2 ). In Figure 3 the NAC terms, as well as the absolute value of

the NAC vector in the close vicinity of the LICI are visualized. The latter is defined as follows:

F IGURE 1 Normal modes with C2v symmetry labels (panel A) and equilibrium structure (panel B) of H2CO in its ground electronic state. The
definition of the body-fixed coordinate axes is shown in panel B (the x axis is directed outwards, as indicated by the + sign)

BADANKÓ ET AL. 3 of 8
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F IGURE 2 The second and third lowest polaritonic (adiabatic)
surfaces of the formaldehyde molecule coupled to a single cavity
mode. Q2 and Q4 are the normal coordinates of the ν2 (C═O stretch)
and ν4 (out-of-plane bend) vibrational modes. The cavity frequency
and coupling strength values are ωc = 29 000 cm�1 and
g = 5.34 � 10�2 au, respectively. The polaritonic light-induced conical
intersection (LICI) between the second and third polaritonic surfaces is
displayed in the inset. The two different closed contours applied in the
topological phase calculations are also displayed in the inset. The

character of the PoPESs is indicated by different colors (see the legend
on the left; the labels S0 and S1 refer to the ground and excited
electronic states of the molecule)

F IGURE 3 The nonadiabatic coupling terms: τ23Q2
¼ ∂Φ=∂Q2 and τ23Q4

¼
∂Φ=∂Q4, as well as their absolute value (j τ23 j¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τ223Q2

þ τ223Q4

q
) for H2CO, in top,

middle and bottom panels, respectively. The applied coupling strength and cavity

frequency are g = 5.34�10�2 au and ωc = 29000 cm�1, respectively

4 of 8 BADANKÓ ET AL.
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j τ23 j¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τ223Q2

þ τ223Q4

q
: ð4Þ

Here the applied cavity coupling strength and frequency are chosen as g = 5.34 � 10�2 au and ωc = 29 000 cm�1, respectively. Similarly to

the magnitude of natural NAC in polyatomic molecules, the light-induced NAC terms can be extremely large, in fact singular, at the polaritonic LICI

configuration.

As a next step we consider the topological properties of the polyatomic polaritonic LICI and calculate its geometric phase. First, we review

the results of Longuet-Higgins and Herzberg [15, 16] who demonstrated that each real-valued field-free adiabatic electronic state changes sign

when transported continuously along a closed loop surrounding the point of degeneracy. Next, Mead and Truhlar combined the subject of geo-

metric phase with the single electronic state problem [17] and Berry provided a general interpretation of the theory [18]. Therefore the name is

termed as “Berry phase,” which has become a pivotal subject in several fields of chemistry and physics. One of the clearest observable manifesta-

tions of the topological phase is the ordering of the vibronic energy levels in molecular systems [60, 61]. Moreover, it was shown that the topolog-

ical phase is gauge invariant [62–64], therefore it is a measurable quantity. In fact, the existence of the Berry phase was also confirmed

experimentally [65, 66].

Since the total molecular wave function has to be single valued, it is preferential to make the adiabatic polaritonic wave function

complex by multiplying it with a phase factor, preserving the single valuedness of the total molecular wave function. This amendment of

the polaritonic eigenfunctions has a direct impact on nuclear dynamics even in a single PoPES situation. Consequently, the emergence

of the Berry phase in a molecular system can be seen as an obvious fingerprint of the CI no matter whether it is natural or cavity-

induced.

So as to calculate the topological or Berry phase α23, similarly to the field-free situation [26, 27], we resort to the line integral technique. It is

know from the earlier works of Baer [5, 8] that the line integral value of the NAC vector along a contour Γ in the configuration space is equal to

the ADT angle

γ23 Γð Þ¼
ð
Γ
τ23 s0ð Þ�ds0: ð5Þ

If we consider a closed contour Γ, we can obtain the topological or Berry phase α23

α23 ¼
þ
Γ
τ23 s0ð Þ�ds0 , ð6Þ

where τ23 is the NAC term of Equation (5) between the second and third (lower and upper) PoPESs. The consequence of the sign change of the

polaritonic wave function is that the value of α23 equals

α23 ¼ π�
2nþ1 if Γ encompasses odd number of CIs

2n if Γ encompasses even number of CIs

(

n¼0,�1, �2,…

ð7Þ

Let us consider now the technical aspects of the calculation of the topological phase. In the inset of Figure 2 the LICI is visualized between

the second and third PoPES over the branching space (Q2, Q4). The geometrical layout for the topological phase calculations is presented in

Figure 4 (middle panel). In Figure 4 two different closed contours are defined over the configuration space, but only one of them encircles the

polaritonic LICI. One can perform numerical simulations along these closed contours which are labeled with their centers (Q0
2 , Q

0
4 ) and “radii” ρi.

The actual position is determined by an angle φ ∈ 0, 2π½ �:

Q2 ¼Q0
2þρ2 cos φ

Q4 ¼Q0
4þρ4 sin φ:

ð8Þ

In Figure 4 (middle panel) the obtained values of the γ23 transformation angle are shown for the two different paths P0 and P1, as well as three

different cavity coupling strengths (g = 5.34 � 10�3 au, g = 5.34 � 10�2 au and g = 5.34 � 10�1 au), respectively. It is well noticeable that α23

differs from zero only in that case when the closed path encircles the LICI. In this situation we get α23 = �π, regardless of the applied cavity cou-

pling strength. In case of small cavity coupling strength, if the value of Q2 is significantly greater than the value of QCI
2 , the adiabatic and diabatic

states are approximately the same, therefore the value of the ADT angle is Φ≈ k� π. If the value of Q2 is less than QCI
2 , then the adiabatic states

are almost identical to the diabatic ones, they are just swapped, therefore the value of the ADT angle is approximately equal to (k+1/2)� π.

BADANKÓ ET AL. 5 of 8
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Finally, when Q2 almost coincides with QCI
2 , the two states are strongly mixed and sharp steps appear in the γ23 curve (see at φ = π/2 and φ = 3π/

2 in the middle panel of Figure 4). This effect becomes more and more blurred as the intensity increases since the states are mixed over an

increasingly wider range, which leads to smoothing out the steps. The trace of this effect is clearly visible in the continuous curves of the middle

panel of Figure 4. If a contour does not surround the polaritonic LICI, the topological phase takes the value α23 = 0 for all coupling strengths. It is

expected that a significant change in the value of the ADT angle occurs near the position of the LICI. Yet, it is eye-catching, that the different cur-

ves give rise to different shapes of the NAC vectors, which display sudden jumps along the contour (see in Figure 4 middle panel, dashed curves).

The numerical results obtained fully corroborate the statement of Equation (7).

To better understand the numerical results, a three-dimensional figure displays the ADT transformation angle over the (Q2, Q4) branching

space in the bottom panel of Figure 4 applying the cavity parameters g = 5.34 � 10�2 au and ωc = 29 000 cm�1. It is apparent that the curve

which does not encircle the LICI closes on its own, while the other curve is shifted by π as surrounding the polaritonic LICI. This shift is closely

related to the geometric phase as the geometric phase is obtained as the line integral of the NAC (see Equation 6) whose components are the

derivatives of the ADT transformation angle (τ23Qi
¼ ∂Φ=∂Qi ). In other words, when the value of the ADT angle does not change around a closed

circle, the line integral value of τ23Qi
should be equal to zero, but when the value of the ADT angle jumps by π, the line integral value of τ23Qi

should be equal to π, as well.

F IGURE 4 Geometrical arrangement of the different contours applied in the
geometric phase calculations. Two different paths P0 and P1 are presented but only
one of them (P1) surrounds the light-induced conical intersection (LICI) (top panel).
Line integral of the NACs as a function of the position along the two different
studied circles (middle panel). The curves marked by filled markers are calculated
along a contour surrounding the LICI. Three different coupling strengths
(g = 5.34 � 10�3 au, g = 5.34 � 10�2 au, g = 5.34 � 10�1 au) and one cavity
frequency (ωc = 29 000 cm�1) are applied. Three dimensional plots of the
transformation angle as multivalued functions of Q2 and Q4 (bottom panel) are

presented (g = 5.34 � 10�2 au and ωc = 29 000 cm�1)

6 of 8 BADANKÓ ET AL.
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4 | CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have considered the topological consequences of a light-induced CI by placing the formaldehyde molecule into an optical cavity.

This molecule lacks a natural CI in the vicinity of the Franck–Condon region and does not possess any first-order NAC between the ground and

first singlet excited electronic states around its equilibrium geometry. Therefore, the obtained topological features are unambiguously the finger-

print of light-induced nonadiabatic phenomena which are induced by the cavity quantum light.

Combining the line integral technique with the calculations of the ADT angle results have been presented for the value of the topological

phase. Calculation along a closed contour surrounding the LICI provided α23 = π, while the other contour which does not encircle the LICI yielded

α23 = 0 for the value of the topological phase. As known from the natural nonadiabatic phenomena for the situation of “intrinsic” CIs, this result
can be considered as a clear evidence that a “true” CI has been found.

In this respect, it can be inferred that the value of the topological phase is independent of whether it is due to a polaritonic LICI or an “intrin-
sic” CI. The topological phase is determined by whether the closed contour providing the path for the integration in Equation (6) encircles a CI

(LICI) or not.
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